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Abstract

Prompt and clear code team leader identification is vital in effective cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), and pediatric trainees often have limited experience in these scenarios. This project sought to develop a tangible object that provided clear leader identification and assisted in code team management and simulated team training. A Code Team Leader Card (CTLC) was designed to provide clear leader identification while simultaneously providing a cognitive aid via integration of pediatric advanced life support (PALS) algorithms. Additionally, CTLC served to occupy the leader’s hands to limit their ability to intervene on procedural tasks. The CTLC was incorporated into pediatric resident simulation training, and pre- and postintervention survey data were analyzed. Analysis particularly focused on whether “a leader was clearly identified by all team members.” The relationship between CTLC implementation and consistent leader recognition was evaluated using chi-squared test, and secondary qualitative data were obtained via debriefing sessions.

Pediatric residents completed 131 surveys prior to CTLC implementation and 41 surveys after implementation. Consistent code team leader recognition increased significantly from 61.8% (81 of 131) pre-CTLC to 80.5% (33 of 41) after introduction of CTLC (P=0.027). Participants commented on the benefits of CTLC during debriefing sessions. Use of a CTLC significantly improved leader recognition during simulated CPR. Inclusion of PALS algorithms led to normalization and increased utilization of these adjunct materials. The CTLC provided a secondary benefit of occupying the leader’s hands, thereby allowing that person to focus on overseeing the team rather than assisting with procedural tasks. (J Patient Cent Res Rev. 2021;8:354-359.)
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Successful cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) requires effective teamwork and communication among multiple health care professionals in a highly stressful environment. 1-3 Learning and practicing effective teamwork and communication requires clearly identified team member roles, especially the role of code team leader. 4, 5

During an acute resuscitation, the code team relies on a leader to maintain situational awareness and facilitate resuscitative measures in a timely manner. This is especially true when code team size is reduced during times of restricted patient exposure, such as during the COVID-19 pandemic. The literature demonstrates that human factors such as teamwork and leadership have a direct effect on adherence to resuscitation algorithms and the outcome of CPR. 6 Yet, this leadership responsibility can be difficult, as labor and tasks are often fragmented by team member job specifications. 7 A leader’s task is further complicated by varying levels of training and experience within the team itself. 8-11 Thus, a code team leader should primarily focus on team management rather than interventional skills during a resuscitation attempt, regardless of neonatal, pediatric, or adult situations.

Code team leaders who embrace their position tend to have more effective leadership, better team coordination, and overall superior performance. 12, 13 The leader’s ability to quickly build a structured environment leads to enhanced cooperation between team members and CPR processes 1, 13 and significantly improves adherence to evidence-based algorithms. 9, 14 The literature also demonstrates that prompt leader identification contributes
to improved communication, timeliness of interventions, and overall effectiveness of the CPR, while ineffective identification causes communication errors and delays in intervention. Multiple studies have demonstrated that leader identification is especially important in large medical centers where resuscitations are dependent on the team members available and the numerous team members involved may have infrequent interactions with one another. This challenge is further magnified during a pandemic, when personal protective equipment may further obscure appropriate team member identification.

Unfortunately, methods for designating and identifying a code team leader have been difficult in both simulated and real-life CPR. A variety of solutions have been proposed and implemented with varying rates of success, including, but not limited to, strategic positioning around the patient, headwear, lanyards, signs, and vests. Although these accessory items may be successful in visually identifying the leader, health care professionals have been reluctant to use such objects as they do not provide secondary utility beyond identification alone, possibly resulting in a breakdown of the code team structure.

In addition to the challenges of code team leader identification, successful pediatric CPR is dependent on well-trained providers. Approximately 16,000 pediatric patients suffer a cardiac arrest event per year nationally. Given this infrequent occurrence, pediatric care providers, specifically pediatric trainees, have limited experience and proficiency in successful CPR. These resuscitation skills may improve with increased knowledge of the appropriate guidelines and algorithms.

The specific aims of this project were to 1) develop a Code Team Leader Card (CTLC) to provide clear code team leader identification and occupy the leader’s hands so that this individual was able to focus on leading the team without the distraction of procedural or interventional tasks while also providing valuable resuscitative information in the form of evidence-based pediatric advanced life support (PALS) algorithms, and 2) evaluate the effectiveness of the CTLC in code team leader identification during simulated pediatric CPR.

METHODS
Pediatric CPR Simulations
Advocate Children’s Hospital in Park Ridge, Illinois, is a tertiary care pediatric medical center at which the pediatric residency program is a 3-year training program and includes 12 residents per year. Each pediatric resident participates in 4 scheduled simulations per year, with an average of 2 clinical cases per simulation session to further enhance their learning and education in various clinical situations. Simulation sessions are organized and facilitated by attending physicians from pediatric critical care and hospital medicine. Clinical scenarios include, but are not limited to, sepsis, cardiac arrhythmias, electrolyte imbalances, toxicology, and respiratory disease processes.

The simulation team is composed of 4–6 pediatric residents from all years of training, nonstrategically randomized with every simulation session. Team member roles are self-appointed or assigned by the code team leader, depending on the individual group, and the responsibilities tend to rotate with every simulation case, exposing residents to different roles throughout their training. Each simulation ends with a debriefing session to identify strengths and areas of improvement for the team. At the end of the session, the participants are surveyed on a variety of topics related to the simulation experience.

Code Team Leader Card
The developed CTLC is a double-sided, 12×18-inch laminated card designed to be easily identifiable with its brightly colored text and a vivid orange border to provide clear code team leader identification (Figure 1). It was made large enough to occupy the leader’s hands. To allow the CTLC to provide valuable evidence-based resuscitative information to increase adherence to guidelines and improve patient outcomes, the American Heart Association permitted the usage and reproduction of its three main PALS algorithms onto the CTLC. The included PALS algorithms are: 1) pediatric tachycardia with a pulse and poor perfusion, 2) pediatric bradycardia with a pulse and poor perfusion, and 3) pediatric cardiac arrest with dosing and additional detailed information.

The CTLC cost was nominal, and no additional funding was acquired for its production. The card was kept located on the simulation resuscitation cart for quick, easy access for the code team leader during the simulated assessment and treatment of clinically decompensating patients.

We predicted the value of the PALS algorithms would be readily recognized, thus increasing the likelihood that the CTLC would be consistently used during simulation CPR and allow demonstration of its novel features as compared to accessory items described in previous publications.

Surveys
The local institutional review board declared this project to be exempt. Surveys were developed by the Advocate Children’s Hospital simulation physicians and researchers and validated by the institution prior to utilization. Resident survey data obtained before and after implementation of the CTLC were retrospectively
analyzed. All written surveys were voluntarily and anonymously completed without identifying factors to reduce bias in responses.

Each survey consisted of 4 questions regarding demographics and 19 questions regarding the overall simulation experience and teamwork (Online Appendix A). The demographic questions included type of provider, primary work area, type of simulation, and how many previous simulations the respondent had participated in. Each resident’s year of training was not identified to ensure that the surveys were completed anonymously without the possibility of identification. Of the remaining questions, 8 multiple-choice and 3 open-ended questions focused on the general simulation experience and 8 questions focused on teamwork (Online Appendix A).

Analysis pertaining to our project focused on the specific teamwork question: “A leader was clearly recognized by all team members.” This question was answered via a Likert scale consisting of the answer options “never or rarely,” “inconsistently recognized,” and “consistently recognized.” When analyzing the data, we scored the responses using binary variables of 0 (for never/rarely or inconsistently recognized) or 1 (for consistently recognized). During debriefing sessions, secondary qualitative data regarding CTLC use were obtained.

**Statistical Analysis**

The relationship between CTLC implementation and consistent leader recognition was evaluated by chi-squared analysis using SPSS Statistics® software (version 21.0, IBM Corporation).

**RESULTS**

Prior to CTLC introduction, pediatric residents completed 131 surveys; after implementation of the CTLC, pediatric residents completed 41 surveys. Consistent code team leader recognition increased significantly from 61.8% (n=81) pre-CTLC to 80.5% (n=33) post-CTLC introduction (P=0.027) (Figure 2). Upon learning of the 61.8% baseline rate, researchers established that an improvement to greater than 75% would substantiate the intervention’s impact as meaningful.

In simulation debriefing sessions, participants commented on the benefits of CTLC use. One pediatric resident stated that they “never had to worry about having the PALS card on [them] at all times or fumbling with it in front of others.” Other feedback included that the CTLC “made it easy to identify the team leader right away, especially if out of the PICU” and “forced [the leader] to stay focused on [their] role as team leader and not get involved in procedural tasks.” Suggested improvements included adding “more medication dosing or protocols to the card” and having the card “be part of the PICU and floor resuscitations and not just in simulated settings.”

**DISCUSSION**

In pediatric resuscitation, prompt and accurate code team leader identification has been a long-standing obstacle to
effective CPR. Reduced code team size and/or personal protective equipment usage during an acute resuscitation may further complicate timely leader identification, a circumstance more commonly encountered during the COVID-19 pandemic. This project evaluated the use and effectiveness of the CTLC as a novel innovation in addressing leader identification, discouraging the leader’s active participation in resuscitative efforts (per guidelines), and providing valuable cognitive CPR aids. Our analysis demonstrated a significant improvement in leader recognition during simulated patient encounters with the use of the CTLC.

During simulation debriefing sessions, several code team leaders acknowledged that inclusion of the PALS algorithms on the CTLC led to normalization and increased utilization of these adjunct materials during CPR, which may not have occurred if leaders were to rely on their individual PALS pocket reference cards.

Although pediatric residents undergo PALS certification throughout their training, their exposure to and awareness of PALS algorithms may be limited. Use of the CTLC with PALS algorithms can benefit pediatric residents in knowledge retention both in simulated and real-life acute resuscitation encounters. Immediate access to essential resuscitation information can lead to swifter medical interventions, tighter adherence to CPR algorithms, and limit opportunities for error.

The CTLC also provided a secondary benefit of occupying the code team leader’s hands during a CPR, thereby allowing that person to focus on overseeing the team rather than assisting with procedural tasks, an extremely beneficial aspect to this tool. A vital aspect of being a successful leader includes evaluating the situation in its entirety, which is difficult to accomplish if the leader is focused on fragmented tasks. With the use of the CTLC, leaders were able to fully concentrate on managing the code team, providing thorough and complete patient care.

**Limitations**

As with many new intervention techniques, this CTLC project had limiting factors. CTLC introduction occurred at a single institution and was confined to a specific pediatric residency program and its trainees. Residents underwent multiple simulations over their 3-year training and may have completed additional pre-CTLC surveys, leading to duplicate preintervention data. Post-CTLC surveys were collected for 7 months following CTLC implementation, in comparison to 2 years of pre-CTLC data, likely contributing to decreased post-CTLC survey completion and possibly impacting the final results. Initial CTLC implementation and surveying also focused on simulated situations, which can differ significantly from real-life CPR.

To yield the most accurate interpretation of the intervention, CTLC usage should be reproduced and broadened to multiple pediatric medical centers and multidisciplinary teams including, but not limited to, nursing, respiratory therapy, and pharmacy staff to allow for more robust data collection and ensure adequate participation throughout the project. Upon reproduction, the CTLC could also be adapted to include neonatal and adult CPR algorithms (after seeking the necessary approval from organizations including the American Heart Association) or include customized content to allow for more widespread implementation across various medical centers and training institutions.

Continued usage of CTLC in real-life situations is the best method to assess its effectiveness and application.
in clinical practice. Implementing the CTLC among all pediatric simulated and acute care situations will require a cultural change, which can be achieved through continued education on the benefits and success of the CTLC.

CONCLUSIONS
This project demonstrated a significant improvement in code team leader recognition during simulated patient scenarios with the use of a newly developed Code Team Leader Card. Simulation debriefing sessions revealed that inclusion of pediatric advanced life support algorithms led to normalization and increased utilization of these adjunct materials. The CTLC also occupied the holder’s hands during a resuscitation, allowing the leader to focus on overseeing the team rather than assisting with procedural tasks. With ongoing efforts to enhance CPR scenarios, the CTLC is a novel innovation to address the difficult intricacies of code team leader identification, delays in intervention, and errors in communication in various medical environments, thereby possibly enhancing patient care and outcomes.

Patient-Friendly Recap
• When administering CPR in hospital settings, it is important that one person assumes the role of code team leader and that other team members quickly recognize who the leader is in the moment.
• Authors developed a laminated card, which included CPR instructions pertaining to several scenarios, for the code team leader to hold.
• In pediatric resuscitation training simulations, use of this novel Code Team Leader Card increased leader identification from 62% to 81% and helped ensure that leaders refrained from inappropriately engaging in CPR tasks.
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